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This study deals with sound propagation in typical traffic noise conditions. The numerical results are
obtained through the split-step Pade´ method and the discrete random Fourier modes technique.
These are first evaluatedqualitatively, by color contour maps showing noise propagation, diffraction
by an impedance discontinuity or a screen edge, and scattering by atmospheric turbulence. Next, our
numerical results arequantitatively validated by comparison with analytical models and other
parabolic equation models. For all the atmospheric conditions and geometrical configurations
available in literature, the agreement between the different methods is very good, except for some
cases involving the atmospheric turbulence. However, in those particular cases, the split-step Pade´
results are shown to be more consistent with physical theory. Finally, our method seems to be very
powerful and reliable for traffic noise prediction. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The present work focuses on traffic noise propagati
which often occurs above a plane and mixed ground~asphalt/
grass! with topographical irregularities~barrier!. The typical
configuration and the parameters notations of this study
summarized in Fig. 1. The propagation medium~atmo-
sphere! is either homogeneous or stratified, and eventua
turbulent. We consider frequencies from 100 Hz to 5 kH
This range is representative of the traffic noise spectr
mainly generated by tire–road contact beyond 60 km/h.
perimental works carried out in the Laboratoire Central d
Ponts et Chausse´es ~LCPC! showed that the equivalen
sound source height is very low~of the order of a few cen-
timeters, typically 3 cm! and that this source can be correc
modeled by a monopole.1

In recent past years, propagation of sound above a p
and heterogeneous ground in a homogeneous2–9 or
stratified10 atmosphere has been extensively studied. In a
tion, other studies more specifically dealing with the intr
duction of an obstacle along the sound wave path in
homogeneous11–18 or stratified19–28 or turbulent29,30 atmo-
sphere have been carried out. When a noise barrier~or berm,
slope, etc.! is located between the source and the receiver
acoustic shadow zone appears behind the screen and c
reinforced for upward refraction. To obtain reliable pred

a!Electronic mail: Benoit.Gauvreau@lcpc.fr
b!Electronic mail: Michel.Berengier@lcpc.fr
c!Electronic mail: Philippe.Blanc-Benon@ec-lyon.fr
d!Electronic mail: Claude.Depollier@univ-lemans.fr
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tions in this region, it is now well known that atmospher
turbulence must be taken into account.

The parabolic equation~PE! based methods seem to b
the more appropriate ones, because of their ability to so
the problem of propagation above a mixed ground with
pographical irregularities in a both refractive and turbule
atmosphere. Among these, the split-step Pade´ method31

stands to be the more convenient within the framework
the traffic noise propagation, because of the good comp
mise between CPU time, accuracy in the heterogeneities
cation, and wide-angle properties.32 Thus, in this paper, nu-
merical results are obtained through the resolution of
parabolic equation with the split-step Pade´ method. The at-
mospheric turbulence is assumed to be only due to temp
ture fluctuations, and is numerically generated using the
crete random Fourier modes. Both theories are brie
reviewed in the following and then our model is validate
The split-step Pade´ results are first analyzed from a qualit
tive point of view: sound level contour maps effectively u
derline acoustic refraction, diffraction by an impedance d
continuity or a barrier edge, and scattering by atmosph
turbulence. Next, split-step Pade´ predictions are quantita
tively compared to numerical, analytical, and experimen
results already published for homogeneous and/or heter
neous ground and/or atmosphere.

II. THE MODEL

In the linear acoustic approximation, the sound-press
p is a solution of the elliptic Helmholtz propagation equ
tion:
112(6)/2680/8/$19.00 © 2002 Acoustical Society of America
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2p50, ~1!

wherek052p f /c(z)n(z) is a reference wave number,f the
frequency,c the sound speed, andn the refraction index.
Assuming the azimuthal symmetry for the acoustic field,
sound-pressurep(r ,z) can be split into two components:
two-dimensional~2D! far field approximation for the Hanke
function and a functionu(r ,z) that is slowly range depen
dent. Then, assuming that the range dependence of th
fraction indexn(r ,z) is weak and neglecting the backscatte
ing by index fluctuations, the acoustic field is dominated
forward propagating waves which are solutions of the o
way parabolic equation written in the 2D cylindrical coord
nates system:33

]u~r ,z!

]r
5 ik0~Q21!u~r ,z!, ~2!

where Q is the pseudo-differential operator defined asQ2

511j1h with j5(1/k0
2)(]2/]z2) and h5n221. Assum-

ing that Q varies very slowly in the interval@r 0 ,r 01Dr #,
Eq. ~2! can be directly integrated. This introduces an exp
nential operator31 exp@s(Q21)#, wheres5 ik0Dr . The next
and major idea of the method is to approximate this ex
nential operator by a second-order Pade´ expansion ofQ
5A11j1h5A11I, which yields34,35

u~r 01Dr ,z!5exp@s~Q21!#u~r 0 ,z!

'
11p1I1p2I

2

11q1I1q2I
2 u~r 0 ,z!, ~3!

where the coefficientsp1 , p2 , q1 , andq2 are easily deduced
from a fourth-order Taylor series:p15(31s)/4; p25(s2

16s13)/48; q15(32s)/4; q25(s226s13)/48. Finally,
the marching algorithm to obtainu(r 01Dr ,z) from u(r 0 ,z)
is expressed in terms of the coefficientsp1 , p2 , q1 , q2 ,h
and of the operatorj, as

@11q1~h1j!1q2~h1j!2#u~r 01Dr ,z!

5@11p1~h1j!1p2~h1j!2#u~r 0 ,z!. ~4!

The numerical scheme deduced from Eq.~4! leads to a linear
system with pentadiagonal matrices, solved at each step
a standard LU decomposition method.36 Its stability is guar-
anteed by imposing that the denominator and the numer
elements of the rational approximation are complex con
gates of each other, so that the resulting rational func
always has a modulus equal to unit. This second-order P´
scheme can accommodate very large included angles, w
is really convenient for traffic noise propagation with acou
tic barriers often close to the sound source.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation and parameter notations.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002
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The ground is modeled as a locally reacting surface w
a complex impedance, which may change along the so
wave path. The impedance values are calculated from the
flow resistivity s through the Delany and Bazley model.37

We notice that, even if the impedance discontinuity and
barrier positions (Rd andRb , rspectively, see Fig. 1! are set
identical in the presented configurations, they are of cou
allowed to differ in our numerical code.

The mean vertical sound speed profiles are set cons
along the distance and are logarithmically shaped as pr
ously presented by Gilbert and White:38

c~z!5c01a ln~z/z0!, ~5!

wherez0 is the roughness parameter and ‘‘a’’ the refraction
parameter.

A nonreflecting boundary condition is imposed at the t
of the computational domain by adding an absorption la
of several wavelengths thickness, so that no signific
acoustic energy is artificially introduced by reflection on t
upper boundary of the waveguide.

The starting field required for the initialization of th
marching algorithm has a Gaussian shape, an adjust
width, and takes into account the image source weighed b
complex reflection coefficient.

The atmospheric turbulence is considered as isotro
and homogeneous, and only due to temperature fluctuati
It is modeled by an averaging onN realizations of the refrac-
tion index, which random field is generated by a superpo
tion of discrete random Fourier modes.39 The turbulent en-
ergy spectrum~and thus the index fluctuations! depends on
the choice of the turbulence spectrum, which profile is de
mined by the intensitym0

2 and the external~or macro! scale
L0 of turbulence. The Gaussian distribution is the most co
monly used for modeling this turbulence spectrum.40 How-
ever, except when indicated, we use a von Ka`rmàn spectrum
of the turbulent eddies.41 The latter introduces an internal~or
micro! scale of turbulencel 0 . Its special domain is wider
and thus, better takes into account the turbulent eddies
sponsible for acoustic scattering in the atmosphere.39

The introduction of an acoustic barrier along the sou
wave path is modeled by setting all theu(r ,z) to zero at the
range stepr 5Rb for z<Hb. This induces spurious oscilla
tions due to numerical integration. Thus, as mentioned
Refs. 19 and 29, a spatial averaging is required to ob
smooth curves and reliable predictions. Moreover, it must
noticed that no diffraction coefficient has been considered
the PE code: the diffracted energy is only due to coupl
between the equations in the linear system of Eq.~4!.

The computation of the sound-pressure levels up t
distance of 1 km without turbulence is done with a gr
spacingDr 5l/2 and Dz5l/6. On a SUN Ultra 10 360
MHz work station, the CPU time is 30 s forf 5100 Hz and
20 min for f 55 kHz.

III. MAP ILLUSTRATIONS

A. Ground effects

For conciseness, we only present here results for 4 k
for heights up to 20 m and for distances up to 200 m. Ot
2681Gauvreau et al.: Traffic noise prediction with the PE method
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maps with higher sound source have clearly shown inter
ence fringes, whose number increases with the frequency
with the source height.32 In this part, the atmosphere is a
sumed to be homogeneous.

In Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, we plotted sound-pressure leve
~SPLs! relative to a reference microphone installed close
the source. For both Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, the sound source
elevation is 1022 m, the frequency is 4 kHz, and the relativ
sound pressure level range@240 dB; 0 dB#, with a color step
each 4 dB. For a source very close to the ground (HS /l
!1) and for homogeneous and acoustically perfectly h
ground, no interference fringes occur and the propaga
lobes turn to plane wave foreheads@Fig. 2~a!#. In Fig. 2~b!,
the air flow resistivity turns rapidly from 33105 kPa s m22

~sealed concrete for instance! to 33102 kPa s m22 ~grass! 5
m from the source position. The introduction of an impe
ance jump leads todiffraction of the acoustic energy on thi
discontinuity, which then acts as a secondary source
which generates new propagation lobes@Fig. 2~b!#. We also
verified that the main propagation lobes due to the imp
ance discontinuity are turned either upward or downw
depending upon whether the sound speed gradient is, res
tively, negative or positive.23,32In comparing Fig. 2~a! to Fig.
2~b!, we also observe the intuitive phenomena that
ground absorption is reinforced and that the sound energ
considerably less important for the lowest receiver height
the 2D waveguide. In both cases, the angular limitation
the method is easily visible.

B. Atmospheric effects

For a perfectly homogeneous and reflective ground,
specifically study the effects of the medium heterogenei

FIG. 2. Ground effects modeling.f 54 kHz; HS51022 m. ~a!: s15s2

533105 kPa s m22. ~b!: s1533105 kPa s m22; s2533102 kPa s m22;
Rd55 m.
2682 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002
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on the sound propagation due to refraction and turbulen
The atmospheric turbulence has a stronger effect on the h
est frequencies. This is the reason why Figs. 3~a! and ~b!
focus on the highest traffic noise frequency: 5 kHz. T
source, surface, and atmosphere parameters values are
cated in figure captions.

FIG. 3. Atmospheric effects modeling. Numerical predictions in the cas
upward refraction for a nonturbulent~a! or turbulent~b! atmosphere.f 55
kHz; HS50.03 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; a522 m/s. von Ka`rmàn
spectrum~20 realizations!; m0

25831026; L051.1 m; I 050.05 m.

FIG. 4. Screen effects modeling. Numerical predictions in the case of
ward refraction for a nonturbulent~a! or turbulent ~b! atmosphere.f 55
kHz; HS50.03 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; a522 m/s; Rb520 m;
Hb54 m. von Kàrmàn spectrum~20 realizations!; m0

25831026; L051.1
m; I 050.05 m.
Gauvreau et al.: Traffic noise prediction with the PE method
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Temperature and wind vertical gradients induce verti
sound speed gradients, either positive or negative. In the
case (a,0 for downward refraction!, interference fringes
can even appear with very low source heights compare
the wavelength. These interference patterns are minim
by the decorrelation role of the atmospheric turbulence. O
method explicitly shows this phenomena in Refs. 30, 32,
and 35. In the second case (a,0 for upward refraction!, an
acoustic shadow zone appears. In this zone, relative so
pressure levels theoretically decrease down to260 dB, i.e.,
without turbulence@Fig. 3~a!#. The atmospheric turbulenc
enhanced the SPL in this region, by scattering the acou
energy down to the ground. This is verified in Fig. 3~b!.

C. Screen effects

We now introduce a thin screen along the sound w
path above a perfectly reflective ground. In the case of so
propagation for upward refraction, the effect of an acous
barrier is reinforced: the diffraction fringes are turned u
ward as the diffraction lobes are in the presence of an
pedance discontinuity,23,32 and the acoustic shadow zone
even more emphasized. This is the most unfavorable si
tion for acoustic propagation@Fig. 4~a!#.

When turbulence is considered@Fig. 4~b!#, the sound
levels behind the screen are not enhanced such as in an
refractiveshadow zone@cf. Figs. 3~a! and ~b!#. The prepon-
derant mechanism responsible for the enhanced sound le
just behind the screen is thediffraction by its edge, and the
sound field is almosthomogeneizedby the decorrelation role
of turbulence. This implies a cancellation of the interferen
fringes between Figs. 4~a! and ~b!. For longer distances an
for upward refraction, thescatteringrole of turbulence reap
pears and the relative contribution of diffraction and scat
ing to the sound spreading in the shadow region is inver

IV. QUANTITATIVE VALIDATION

The stability and the accuracy of the split-step Pa´
method have been tested for a large number of propaga
conditions and frequencies.32 In this part, the split-step Pad´
results are compared to those found in the literature
gradually more complex situations: homogeneous, hetero
neous, or screened ground, for a homogeneous, stratifie
turbulent atmosphere~except the case involving an imped
ance discontinuity in turbulent conditions, for which neith
theoretical nor experimental data exist yet!. Thus, we presen
sound-pressure levels calculated with our numerical c
~SSP! under the same propagation conditions as detailed
the different authors. If there is no specific indication, t
sound-pressure levels are relative to free field.

A. Homogeneous ground and atmosphere

In the trivial case that both the ground and atmosph
are homogeneous, we can compare the split-step Pade´ results
with those given byPROPATE, a ray tracing alogirithm devel
oped at the LCPC from Ref. 42 and largely validated
comparison with experimental data. In@100 Hz; 5 kHz# fre-
quencies and@33102 kPa s m22; 33105 kPa m22# flow re-
sistivities ranges, perfect agreement has been found fo
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002
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cases. Figures 5~a! and ~b! show two examples of SPL rela
tive to a reference microphone, calculated with both meth
for the highest traffic noise frequency 5 khz. The curves
always almost overlaying, including in destructive interfe
ence regions which appear whenHS /l@1 and for high flow
resistivity values@Fig. 5~a!#.

B. Homogeneous ground-stratified atmosphere

SPL representation versus distance from the source
sition for a monochromatic acoustic sound wave in a str
fied atmosphere has been treated by Galindo among oth
She compared her PE calculations~CNPE! with Green’s
function parabolic equation and with fast field progra
predictions.7 For distances from the sound source up to 1 k
the agreement was very satisfactory. Thus, her numerica
sults are used asreferencedata in these propagation cond
tions, involving homogeneous porous ground. In Figs. 6~a!
and~b!, we have plotted the relative SPL computed with o
numerical code in the cases of, respectively, upward ref
tion (a522 ms21! and downward refraction (a512
ms21!. Numerical data are obtained forf 5500 Hz.

Figure 6~a! shows a rapid decay in the relative sou
levels, as pronounced with theSSP predictions as with the
CNPE ones. After 150 m, the relative level are less than268
dB and strong oscillations occur, with a mean value nea
constant: this is identified with the acoustic shadow zo
where analytical theories do not predict any acoustic ene
In reality, we know that atmospheric turbulence scatt

FIG. 5. Split-step Pade´ predictions~—! compared with ray method result
~---! from PROPATE ~Ref. 42!. f 55 kHz; HS5HR51 m. ~a!: s15s252
3105 kPa s m22. ~b!: s15s2533102 kPa s m22.
2683Gauvreau et al.: Traffic noise prediction with the PE method
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acoustic energy in this region. When distance and freque
increase, the introduction of these effects is necessary to
tain reliable numerical predictions. It will be discussed la
in this paper.

In downwind conditions@Fig. 6~b!#, the predictions ob-
tained with the two numerical methods are identical for d
tances up to 1 km: the respective relative SPL values are
close to each other, except in the destructive interfere
regions. A slight difference appears in those values and
creases with the distance. The nature of these errors has
presented by Galindo in terms of alevel error introduced by
the selection of the starting field, and of aphaseerror gen-
erated by the rational linear approximation@Eq. ~3!# and
worsened in strong downward refraction conditions.7,43

C. Homogeneous ground-turbulent atmosphere

The first effect of atmospheric turbulence on acous
field is decorrelation of coherent wave front, which min
mizes destructive interferences and which smooths so
level profiles whenHS /l@1, or for downward refraction
(a.0), or if the surface is concave. In Refs. 32, 34, and
good agreement has been found between split-step Pade´ pre-
dictions and Daigle’s experimental data44 for those propaga-
tion situations.

The sound effect of turbulence is scattering of sou
energy downward into the shadow region when we cons
propagation above a convex surface or for upward refrac
(a,0). This latter case is studied in Fig. 7. We plotSSP

FIG. 6. Split-step Pade´ predictions~ ! compared with CNPE results~j!
from Galindo ~Ref. 7!. f 5500 Hz; HS51.5 m; HR52 m; s15s252
3102 kPa s m21. ~a! Upwind conditions,a522 m/s,~b! downwind condi-
tions,a512 m/s.
2684 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002
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predictions with and without turbulence in the same pro
gation conditions as in the Wiener and Keast experiment45

For nonturbulent conditions, the relative SPL predictio
rapidly decrease, whereas turbulent predictions are v
close to the experimental values. Turbulent results are in
cated for three different numbers of realizations, in order
give an idea of their convergence. The slight discrepa
between experimental and numerical results can be expla
in terms of uncertainty in the acoustic, climatic, and impe
ance measurements. However, the relative SPL profiles
very similar as far as turbulence is considered.

D. Impedance discontinuity-homogeneous
atmosphere

Craddock and White2 have first introduced an imped
ance discontinuity in a numerical code based on the PE~fi-
nite differences with the Cranck–Nicolson scheme—CNP!.
They validated their results by comparing them with analy
cal models predictions, in particular one from Rasmusse46

They next chose a SPL representation versus distance~and
thus for a fixed frequency! to illustrate in a better way the
jump in the impedance values, but for which there were n
ther experimental nor numerical data available for comp
son. Their results for either a homogeneous and perfe
reflective ground or heterogeneous hard/soft ground are p
ted in Fig. 8 and compared to split-step Pade´ results for the
same cases. We also mentioned in Fig. 8 the results give
an analytical model developed at the LCPC and based
Rasmussen’s technique.46

The agreement between the three methods is excel
except in the destructive interference region where
sound-pressure levels dramatically fall and where the ac
racy in the grid spacing is of great importance.

E. Impedance discontinuity-stratified atmosphere

For this more complex situation involving a sound wa
propagating above a heterogeneous ground~without screen!
through a stratified atmosphere, only upward refraction ca
exist in the literature. In Ref. 10, Be´rengier and Daigle com-
pared indoor experimental data obtained for propagation

FIG. 7. Split-step Pade´ predictions in deterministic~3! or turbulent cases:
~---! 10 realizations;~ ! 20 realizations;~—! 40 realizations compared
with experimental data~d! from Wiener and Keast~Ref. 45!. f 5424 Hz;
HS51.2 m; HR50.6 m; s15s2533102 kPa s m22; a520.5 m/s. von
Kàrmàn spectrum;m0

257.731026; L051.1 m; l 050.05 m.
Gauvreau et al.: Traffic noise prediction with the PE method
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47
sound above a curved surface having an impedance dis
tinuity, with analytical predictions given by a residue ser
solution. Assuming a far field approximation in our P
method, we proceed to a scale change in order to corre
compare our results to Be´rengier and Daigle’s data~Fig. 9!.
We thus multiply by 10 the geometrical parameters, and
vide by 10 the frequency and the air flow resistivity.

In Fig. 9, the shorter range split-step Pade´ results pro-
vide a better fit to experimental data than Be´rengier and
Daigle’s analytical predictions. According to the authors, t
deviation beyond the discontinuity could be explained by
choice of the edge diffraction coefficientD51 in their
model.10 The discrepancy between the split-step Pade´ calcu-
lations and the experimental acquisitions at ‘‘long’’ distanc
could be attributed, in one part, to the inaccuracy in the
perimental air flow resistivity measurement and, in anot
part, to the impedance discontinuity location. This last po
is amplified by the scale factor and by the very strong lin
gradient value, due to the analogy between sound prop
tion in a homogeneous atmosphere above a curved su
and sound propagation in a stratified atmosphere abov
plane surface.10

FIG. 8. Split-step Pade´ predictions for a homogeneous~---! and heteroge-
neous ~ ! ground compared with CNPE results from Craddock a
White ~Ref. 2! in the same conditions~l andj, respectively!. Also plotted:
results from Rasmussen model~Ref. 46! for heterogeneous ground~d!. f
5160 Hz; HS51.5 m; HR51.8 m; s1523105 kPa s m22; s2523102

kPa s m22; Rd550 m.

FIG. 9. Split-step Pade´ predictions~ ! compared with experimental~l!
and theortical~j! results from Be´rengier and Daigle~Ref. 10!. f 5400 Hz;
HS5HR50.5 m; s1553104 kPa s m22; s2550 kPa s m22; Rd515 m. a
5268.8 m/s~linear gradient until the altitudez51.2 m!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 6, December 2002
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F. Acoustic barrier-homogeneous and stratified
atmosphere

The predicted results are directly compared to tho
from Salomons19 in a downward refracting and nonturbule
atmosphere, for the same physical parameters values~see
captions! and for identical screen locations and dimensio
Rb530 m,Hb54 m @Fig. 10~a!# andRb5100 m,Hb56 m
@Fig. 10~b!#. In each figure, we plot as a reference Hadd
and Pierce’s analytical predictions, given for a homogene
atmosphere and an absorbent barrier.47 It must be empha-
sized that no diffraction coefficient has been considered
our PE code: the diffracted energy is only due to coupling
the linear system of Eq.~4!. The agreement between th
various models is very good for all the propagation con
tions and geometrical configurations, except just downstre
from the screen, where some oscillations occur in the rela
SPL due to numerical instabilities in the PE solution ju
behind the screen edge@Figs. 10~a! and ~b!#.

G. Acoustic barrier-homogeneous and turbulent
atmosphere

Now, the split-step Pade´ results are compared to thos
from Forsse´n29 for a turbulent but nonstratified atmospher
and for the frequenciesf 5500 Hz @Figs. 11~a! and ~b!# and
f 51 kHz @Figs. 12~a! and ~b!#. They are calculated with an
averaging on 10 realization, using a Gaussian spectrum

FIG. 10. Split-step Pade´ predictions fora50 m/s ~thin line! anda52 m/s
~thick line! compared with Salomons predictions~Ref. 19! for the same
values~s andd, respectively!, and those from Hadden and Pierce—Ref.
~3! for a homogeneous atmosphere (a50 m/s!. f 51 kHz; HS5HR52 m;
s15s2533102 kPa s m22. ~a! Rb530 m; Hb54 m. ~b! Rb5100 m; Hb

56 m.
2685Gauvreau et al.: Traffic noise prediction with the PE method
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the turbulence as the author did. In this case again, the H
den and Pierce calculations for a homogeneous atmosp
and an absorbent barrier are indicated as a reference. In
turbulent cases, we also plot predictions given by Daig
model, which uses diffraction and scattering cross sec
theories.48 The relative SPLs existingbehind the screenare
given for receiver heightsHR50 m @Figs. 11~a! and 12~a!#
andHr5Hb @Figs. 11~b! and 12~b!#. Location and dimension
of the barrier are, respectively,Rb5200 m andHb520 m for
Fig. 11, andRb5100 m andHb510 m for Fig. 12.

In deterministic cases, the three methods~split-step
Padé, Forsse´n, Hadden, and Pierce! give exactly the same
results, except immediately behind the screen as previo
explained. WhenHR /l!1, no interference occurs, and th
relative SPL tends toward an asymptotic limit@Figs. 11~a!
and 12~a!#. For higher receivers, interference fringes app
where the different methods give very similar predictio
@Figs. 11~b! and 12~b!#.

In order to limit the variation parameter number in t
turbulent cases, we use aGaussiandistribution for the index
fluctuations as Forsse´n did. Generally speaking, our resul
are very close to Daigle’s and slightly stronger than Fo
sén’s. As mentioned by Forsse´n29 by comparison with
Daigle’s model, Forsse´n’s predictions sometimes underes
mate the sound-pressure levels existing in the shadow z

FIG. 11. Split-step Pade´ predictions for a homogeneous~thin line! and tur-
bulent~thick line! atmosphere compared with Forsse´n predictions~Ref. 29!
for the same values~s andd, respectively!. Also plotted: results from the
Hadden and Pierce model~Ref. 47! for a homogeneous atmosphere~3! and
results from the Daigle model~Ref. 48! for a turbulent atmosphere~l!. f
5500 Hz;HS50 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; Rb5200 m;Hb520 m;
Gaussian distribution~10 realizations!; m0

25331026; L51.1 m. ~a! HR

50 m. ~b! HR520 m.
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@Fig. 12~a!#. On the contrary, the discrete random Four
modes technique predicts more enhanced sound levels in
region and demonstrates again its efficiency and its accur

V. CONCLUSION

The split-step Pade´ method coupled with the discret
random Fourier modes technique have been validated f
large number of propagation configurations. Qualitative
sound maps illustrated propagation mechanisms in the p
ence of a monopole source very close to the ground, an
pedance discontinuity, an acoustic barrier, and a stratifie
turbulent atmosphere.

Then, sound-pressure levels computed with the split-s
Padémethod were compared with relevant data from t
literature. The quantitative agreement is generally very go
without introducing any additional heuristic coefficient
screened configurations. Thus, our PE-based method app
to be reliable to predict traffic noise propagation in su
complex environments.

This work opens the field for further investigations, n
tably the more precise description of sound speed profile
the vicinity of multishaped obstacles. Outdoor controlled e
periments have been realized in order to validate the code
such complex configurations, for which no data exist y
This will be the subject of a further paper.

FIG. 12. Split-step Pade´ predictions for a homogeneous~thin line! and
turbulent ~thick line! atmosphere compared with Forsse´n predictions~Ref.
29! for the same values~s andd, respectively!. Also plotted: results from
the Hadden and Pierce model~Ref. 47! for a homogeneous atmosphere~3!
and results from the Daigle model~Ref. 48! for a turbulent atmosphere~l!.
f 51000 Hz;HS50 m; s15s2533105 kPa s m22; Rb5100 m; Hb510
m; Gaussian distribution~10 realizations!; m0

25331026; L51.1 m. ~a!
HR50 m. ~b! HR510 m.
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